The MORE Collective Lagniappe

The Scarf, a collaborative project.

The MORE story, more or less.

In response to the 2011 tsunami in Japan I started knitting a scarf.
A hand made scarf is an intimate gesture of affection. Intimate
due to the personal time invested in the making. Affectionate
through the way it is worn, wrapped around like a hug. These
were things I was feeling and hoping for the people of Japan.

Making art can be a lonely, isolating affair. Especially after the
gorgeous, mish mash fervor and flurry of ideas, conversations
and deadlines that is art school. Without community the harsh
voices that belittle and spin doubt begin to crescendo and crush.
About two or three years ago I found myself in such a headspace
and began feeling around for an escape hatch. Julia Cameron’s
book, The Artist’s Way, was recommended to me and I grabbed
onto it with both hands. But the book is a journey best taken in
a small group, as accountability, transparency and support are
primary and difficult to conjure alone. So I contacted two of my
friends from art school, Estelle and Rima and together with my,
at that time intern, Shannon we began meeting weekly, initially
with much shy trepidation. But at the end of the ten-week course
we felt empowered and nourished and frankly, wanted more. We
decided to go away for a weekend to Moore River to celebrate
the completion, make art, and to ponder what next? Pajamed
and sipping coffee on the verandah overlooking the Moore River
we considered how our art practices were all about the “More.”
More better, More and More, More is More, Moreish, and a little
bit More (Lagniappe). We were the MORE Collective.

Artists and non-artists of different social, religious, and
economic backgrounds have contributed to the scarf. As they
knit contributors were asked to knit their hopes, prayers, good
thoughts, and love for the people of Japan into the scarf. Some
have used items that symbolize their prayers, have made knitted
metaphors, or have simply used the time to reflect and pray.
This is an ongoing project, as healing is ongoing. New knitters can
join at anytime. This project was conceived for Japan in response
to events there, however it is not intended to stay there. It is my
hope that each person or group who receives The Scarf will then
add to it and pass it on to anyone who needs embracing.
In 2012 The Scarf was added to in Japan.
In 2013 The Scarf was added to in America in response to
Hurricane Sandy.

A lagniappe (/lænjæp/ lan-yap) is a small gift given to a
customer by a merchant at the time of a purchase (such as
a 13th doughnut when buying a dozen), or more broadly,
“something given or obtained gratuitously or by way of
good measure.”
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My work deals with the individual as part of a community.
Listening, touching, forever changing and evolving.

One day while riding the bus I started doodling. I realised the
seats around me were filled while the rest of the bus was empty.
I connected with strangers through doodling. It became part of
my personal and creative practices to doodle in the “in between
times.” These moments which could easily be lost are activated
by the activity and invitation for others to join. There is nothing
extraordinary about these doodles or their materials, but the
moments that are not wasted set the doodles apart.

More and more people are moving to our state (over 1000 per
week). In this continuing work I endeavour to embrace this
expanding population. Carefully penning all the names from the
2013 Perth White pages into Moleskine© books is a way for me
to move toward my old and new neighbours. Saying each name
out loud calls them into a community, a prayer for each sings
hope for each and the pen inks their every form.

In my neighbourhood a friendly older man pushes a pram, he
stops at every driveway, grabs a bundle of advertising catalogues
and inserts them into letterboxes. If you happen to meet him
while he’s doing his rounds he will greet you with a friendly smile
and a witty remark.

Objects of Significance

Many cultures have objects in their lives which have some
significance. I have chosen the Japanese Furin (wind bells) as
the object for this body of work to convey the sense of calm
and peace. In Japan the furins are displayed in temples and
homes and were originally used to ward off evil and welcome
good. These days their sound welcomes the cooling breeze
and distraction from the summer heat and humidity. This is an
example of adaptive change.
I have presented a collection of preloved objects accumulated
over the past 12 months that have been transformed into those
elements which produce the sound to bring relief to mind and
body.

Doodle

The Doodle Boxes offer an invitation for others to participate
in my process and activate their own ”in between“ spaces. The
shapes created inside the boxes inspire and reference the forms
I make in my doodles. Viewers are invited to doodle on the boxes,
to discover forms, and to make connections. Thank you for joining
me in making.

I Have Said Your Name Out Loud

Bundles of Abundance

These advertising publications provided an endless supply of
inspiration and materials for my artwork, what came as a surprise
however was the volume of colourful paper that invaded my
garage. It did not escape my mind as well that I am contributing
to the economy of scale that promotes and encourages their
creation.
Bundles of abundance draws its inspiration from these
catalogues, it utilises the colours, layers and repetition they
provide as well as the limits they impose.

